CHAPTER 200 - EXECUTIVE ORDERS

ARTICLE I. CODIFICATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDERS

§1 AUTHORIZATION. This chapter and all its regulations are authorized pursuant to Article III(10)(d) of the Student Government Constitution.

§2 PURPOSE. Executive Orders, which provide functional regulation to statues which are incomplete or unclear, shall be recorded subsequent to this chapter. All other Executive Orders, memoranda or ceremonial proclamations shall not be recorded.

§1 RECORDING. Codification of Executive Orders shall occur pursuant to S.G.C.: I. §100.5(1)(a). Each individual Executive Order shall be codified as a new chapter in ascending order from 201 and shall follow the same format as outlined is S.G.C.: I. §001.3(1).

§2 AMENDMENT. Withdrawal of or amendments to previous Executive Orders shall be reordered as such in the already established chapter for the order and shall not be recorded as a new chapter.

§3 CODING. Executive orders shall be coded by the initials for “Executive Order” followed by the number in ascending order from 10 in ascending order followed by a period (.) and the academic years divided by a forward slash (/). An example: E.O. 10.2012/2013.

§4 FORMAT. Executive Orders must be issued in a format confirming to the order found in S.G.C.: IV. §201.